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The adult brain is more malleable than previously thought, according to researchers from the Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya. They trained a 50-year-old man, blind from birth, to "see" by ear, and ...
Rewiring the adult brain — Scanning the mind of a blind Batman reveals that novel maps can emerge in the adult brain
For decades, planetary science has focused mainly on Mars. A dedicated contingent of Venusophiles, however, never lost sight our Earth's other neighbor.
These scientists spent decades pushing NASA to go back to Venus. Now they’re on a hot streak.
Here, we’ve collected five of the best places to get your hike-in waterfall fix this year. Call it the face that launched a thousand trips: The view of Mt. Rainier’s northwestern façade from Spray ...
These Five Waterfall Hikes Are Straight-Up Magical
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Astrogeology Planetary Photogrammetry Lab offers a Digital Terrain Model (DTM ... The PDS Geoscience Node also provides a map-based search of HiRISE anaglyphs, which ...
USGS Astrogeology Planetary Photogrammetry Lab
Lion One Metals is a rare alkalic gold exploration play. It operates the Navilawa project in Fiji. Read more to see why LOMFL is a buy.
Lion One Metals: Buy This Unicorn Prospect For A Song As Stars Are Lining Up
Instead, much of what we know about natural earthquakes comes from analyzing the seismic waves that they produce. In the laboratory, however, we are able to recreate the conditions of high pressure, ...
Rock Physics Lab
The extracted content layers will be combined to form high-resolution topographic base maps, supporting planning and development. Intermap's sensors and technology collect 25-centimeter resolution ...
Intermap Awarded Government Contract to Map Borneo, the Largest Island in Asia and Third Largest Island in the World
Prairie Engineers of Columbia has several open jobs thanks to a new $7 million contract with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The contract involves performing hydrographic and topographic surveys ...
Columbia engineering firm awarded $7 million contract from Army, expects to add jobs
Harris-Stowe State University, a historically Black public university addressing the higher education needs of the St. Louis Region, today unveiled a new satellite location focused on advancing ...
Introducing GeoHornet Lab: Harris-Stowe State University’s Geospatial Hub at T-REX
The NTIA map was created by overlaying layers from various data sources over Google Maps. This includes speed test data from both Ookla and M-Lab. The map shows the results from Microsoft measurements ...
NTIA's New Broadband Map
The researchers signed pledges to protect confidential information. The Wuhan lab has drawn global scrutiny because of its research on bat coronaviruses in the city where the pandemic began.
Wuhan lab’s classified work complicates search for pandemic’s origins
It’s a 44,000-square-foot, $21.9 million forensic lab for New Mexico to be located at the southern end of Galisteo Street near the magistrate courthouse. Construction workers broke ground in ...
New state crime lab aims to enhance efficiency
“Nine out of ten times, when there’s a new outbreak, you’ll find a lab that will be working on these kinds of viruses nearby,” says Munster. Wuhan is also extremely populous with many ...
Jon Stewart goes all-in on the lab leak theory
Rocket Lab, which is nearing the close of its SPAC ... referencing the past failures of SpaceX's Falcon 9 rockets and Arianespace's Vega rockets. "This industry is pretty cruel," Beck said ...
Rocket Lab wins NASA contract for Mars spacecraft as interplanetary missions become less costly
It was launched by the Forensic Architecture, the Amnesty International and the Citizen Lab to document attacks against human rights defenders.
New online platform maps Pegasus spread
They trained a 50-year-old man, blind from birth, to 'see' by ear, and found that neural circuits in his brain formed so-called topographic maps—a type ... those in Amedi'a lab, in which such ...
The mind of a blind 'Batman' reveals that novel maps can emerge in the adult brain
They trained a 50-year-old man, blind from birth, to "see" by ear, and found that neural circuits in his brain formed so-called topographic maps - a type ... those in Amedi'a lab, in which such ...
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